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Many Reasons for Optimism
My Kid Designs
Computer Games.
Yours Can Too.

Space Challenges:
When Robots Make
You Smile

Tackle Space
Challenges
with Radi
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and space science.
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Tell a Friend
You like our stories?
Share them with your friends.

-Share on Facebook

Bulgarian Schools Are in the Cloud
When Sugata Mitra won the TED Prize and worldwide fame for his speech on schools in the
cloud in 2013, he wasn’t thinking about building skyscraper schools, nor were his words a
metaphor for successful schools aiming high. The Newcastle University professor wanted to
create a self-organized digital environment for students to exchange information and learn from
one another, and his idea lit the world on fire.

     READ MORE     

April at a Glance

Vratsa Software
Community Named
Worthiest Bulgarians

Want a Delicious
Steak?It Is Just a Click
Away!

Where the Future of
Bulgarian Science
Begins
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Coding 101 Is Now
Taught Earlier than Ever

A Formula for Better
Education in Bulgaria

The Next Big Discovery
Is Invisible?

READ MORE--

READ MORE--
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Lessons from History
The Bridges Connecting Bulgaria and
America
Most tourists visiting Koprivshtitsa, a town of beautiful
traditional houses in the Sredna Gora mountains, pause at a
certain bridge. Small and humpbacked, it does not look that
important. And yet, it is. Here was where one of the most
fateful events in Bulgarian history unfolded.
READ MORE-

Bulgarian Donors in History:
The Doctor from Tarnovo
Marin Rusev (1864–1935) was a Bulgarian physician and a
public figure who significantly contributed to the development
of the medical field in Bulgaria. His long career included
chairmanship of Bulgaria’s Supreme Medical Council and
legislative activity.
READ MORE-

Save the Date
Space Hackathon in Vratsa

27 APR
29 APR

Education

The moment when humanity will become an
interplanetary race is approaching fast. The first
mission to M...

Vratsa

READ MORE

Nakariakov and Shilkloper Open
Balabanov’s House Music Days
Festiva...

17 MAY

Classical Music

Plovdiv

Sergei Nakariakov (Israel) and Arkady Shilkloper
(Germany/Russia) will open the ninth spring
edition of ...
READ MORE

Fortissimo Family Closes the
Season with Othello

27 MAY

Classical Music

Fortissimo Family will close its 5th season with a
teenage concert on Shakespeare’s tragedy
Othello. ...

Sofia

READ MORE

.

Go to the ABF event calendar click here.

Space Is Closer than You Think
Since 2010, a young
team of visionaries has
been trying to change the
limited interest in space
science in Bulgaria. Their
ambition is to make
space exploration
accessible to ever more
people in the country. For
the purpose, the team of
satellite maker
EnduroSat developed the
Space Challenges
program...
Watch the Video-
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